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Michael Baxter 29. listopadu 2022

Generální ředitel společnosti Moderna Bancel uctíval
démona „Baphomet“
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Zesnulý generální ředitel společnosti Moderna Stephan Bancel,

kterého armáda pověsila 18. listopadu, dlouho uctíval démonickou

entitu zvanou Baphomet, podle záznamů podobných deníku, které

vyšetřovatelé JAG vysávali z iPadu výrobce koagulantů.
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Podle Wikipedie je Baphomet božstvo údajně uctívané templářskými

rytíři, které se později stalo součástí různých okultních a západních

esoterických tradic. Jméno Baphomet se objevilo v soudních

přepisech pro inkvizici templářských rytířů počínaje rokem 1307 a

vstoupilo do populární angličtiny v 19. století během debat a

spekulací o důvodech potlačení templářského řádu. Ilustrace často

zobrazují stvoření jako napůl člověka, napůl kozu.

Bancelova geneze do říše okultismu není objasněna, ale záznamy

provedené v letech 2015–2022 – doba, po kterou Bancel zařízení

vlastnil – naznačují, že Bancel a stvoření, pokud v takové věci věří, se

seznámili, když byl v prváku. studuje biologické inženýrství na

University of Minnesota. Napsal, že Baphomet, kterého popsal jako

„rohatého spasitele“, se mu nejprve zjevil ve snech a později ve

vizích.

Mnohé z Bancelových záznamů jsou zapouzdřené flashbacky, jako by

je měl jednoho dne v úmyslu vydat jako nějaký typ zvrácené

démonické autobiografie.

Bancel píše, že na vysoké škole se Baphomet často objevoval a mluvil

k jeho mysli, zasypával ho laskominami a sliboval mu prosperující

budoucnost výměnou za věčnou věrnost. „Doručovatel“ Bancelovi

řekl, že jeho vedení má svou cenu, ačkoli Bancel podle jeho slov zjistí,

co to znamená, až po letech.

„Baphomet – řekl mi své jméno – splnil své sliby: Moje známky se

zlepšily, moje sociální úzkost zmizela, cítil jsem se jistější a dívky se

mnou mluvily. Bylo to euforické, bez potřeby drog nebo alkoholu.

Baphomet mě miloval a já jeho,“ napsal Bancel v příspěvku z 12.

listopadu 2016.

Jejich vztah se však během Bancelova juniorského ročníku nakrátko

změnil v bouřlivý. Spisy zmiňující ten rok obsahují náznaky držení a

obtěžování, ke kterému došlo poté, co Bancel váhal s projevem

„laskavosti“.
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„Chtěl, abych udělal něco dívce,“ napsal Bancel, „něco, co jsem

nechtěl. A když jsem odmítl, probudil jsem se ráno tři dny v řadě v

nesnesitelných bolestech a ze zad mi vytékala krev. Řekl jsem, že mě

to mrzí a oddal jsem se mu. Otevřel mě a já ho pozval dovnitř. Řekl

mi, že se nedostanu do problémů, že mě ochrání. A udělali jsme, co

žádal – té dívce."

Bancelovy záznamy nevysvětlují, co udělal nebo komu.

Jiné záznamy prokázaly symbiotický vztah mezi Bancelem a

Baphometem. „Cítil jsem, že se navzájem potřebujeme. Mohli jsme

přežít bez toho druhého, nezávisle na sobě, nejsem si jistý. Po

promoci byl stále se mnou,“ napsal Bancel v příspěvku z 15. dubna

2017.

17. dubna 2019 Bancel napsal, že se Baphomet fyzicky projevil.

„Podíval jsem se do zrcadla a viděl nás. Položil se na mě, na své tělo,

na mou hlavu, ověnčenou rohy." Jeho písemný monolog naznačil, že

k incidentu došlo, když pracoval ve společnosti Eli Lilly and

Company.

Baphomet zjevně „opustil“ Bancel na několik let. "Cítil jsem se

izolovaný, sám, prázdný a dutý, jako skořápka vejce bez žloutku."

Nechal mě napospas mému osudu a na chvíli jsem se od něj cítila

svobodná, ale pak se v roce 2011 objevila znovu a cítila jsem se

kompletní.“

V roce 2011 se Bancel stal generálním ředitelem společnosti

Moderna.

„Řekl mi, že jeho prostřednictvím přispěji k vytvoření očistného

ohnivého klobouku, který vyčistí ze světa nečistoty,“ napsal Bancel

20. února 2012. „Řekl, že mě učiní bohatým nad mé nejdivočejší sny

a zaručí, že moje rodinná rána nikdy nic nechtěla, ale zase bych

musel zaplatit mýtné."
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Baphomet, řekl Bancel, chtěl, aby jiní používali jako on používal jeho.

Démon chtěl, aby Bancel poskytl vedení jeho dvěma dětem, aby je

mohl „ovlivňovat“. Když Bancel ucukl, ať už kvůli příčetnosti nebo

síle charakteru, entita mu připomněla, že budoucnost jeho rodiny je

předurčena a že neochota dodržovat její pokyny povede k bolesti,

utrpení a věčnému zatracení.

Bancelův poslední záznam na iPadu byl proveden 20. února 2020, tři

měsíce poté, co FDA udělil Moderna Emergency Use Authorization

pro svou vakcínu Covid-19.

"Udělal jsem vše, o co jste požádal," napsal Bancel a zdánlivě

směřoval své poznámky přímo na Baphometa, "prosím, ujistěte se, že

je vaše role dokončena. "Naše živobytí a přežití je ve vašich

schopných rukou."

Bancelova víra v Baphometa mu nezachránila život a jeho majetek,

alespoň to, co existoval v amerických bankách, bylo zabaveno v době

jeho zatčení.

Aby bylo jasno: RRN ani JAG netvrdí, že Bancel měl kontakt s

démonem; možná se zbláznil. Přesto je na nebi a zemi víc, než se v

naší společnosti sní.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2
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(Návštíveno 60 327krát, dnes 265 návštěv)

Did you see what the artist formerly known as Kanye West said

recently?

“It’s the jews…”

Yeah I did, did you see how his career and business ventures have

utterly collapsed since then because nobody wants to be associated

with a vile anti-semite, except for other vile anti-semites like Nick

Fuentes?

Calm down shapiro. Sounds like a jealous harvard law school grad

ain’t making as much loot as a street smart black man?

It ain’t always about the loot Lloyd the Jewkroid!

It’s the jews…

What is ‘street smart’ about becoming so toxic that all of your

sponsors/business partners/collaborators drop you and publicly

distance themselves from you, exactly?

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more detail…

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

Hey look it’s spam again, put your Money up where the sun don’t

shine spam man, nobody’s going to click on your stupid website, Bot

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more detail…

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50

dollars every hour.

 
Visit this article for more detail…

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

I am making a real GOOD MONEY ($550 to $750 / hr) online from

my laptop. Last month I GOT chek of nearly 85000$, this online

work is simple and straightforward, don’t have to go OFFICE, Its

home online job. You become independent after joining this JOB. I

really thanks to my FRIEND who refer me this SITE…..,

→→→ http://make-money1-online-bizzfuture77.pages.dev

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

Seems like socioeconomic pedigree is paramount to you too, Mr

Jewkroid. You must be a white american?

So the kykes are so afraid of some little metaphors coming from

mouths of the goyim that they lash out like wounded little children?

lol

Ye just revealed how threatened and therefore afraid the kykes are of

having the world become aware of their ritualistic murders on non-

pork people. Why do you think no european nation welcomed them

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
http://make-money1-online-bizzfuture77.pages.dev/
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historically?

The jews cowardly hide behind being hurt by words so they cry and

throw fitful, perennial temper tantrums.

Hitler was a joo born Rothchild…. Just like the joos gave us the

plandemic and the clot shots, all they do is destroy and kill society.

Hitler was not Jewish. He killed millions of Jews. No real Jew would

do that. That’s like saying Kanye West is a real Jew and he is not. He

calls himself Jew but he is not. The Black Hebrew Israelites that are

spewing all kinds of hate for everyone and anyone not black and not

worshipping their god are not Jewish. Not everything and everyone

who calls himself Jewish is a real Jew.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Xena

It was the German Christians who suffered under Hitler, not the

other way around. The jews are good liars, like with covid for

example. Who is pushing the death shots? What are their names and

who do they aligned themselves with? I am sorry to have to red pill

you now, but the history that you learned bout ww2 has been false:

the joos destroyed Germany first by infiltrating it from within thru

porn in the Weimar Republic, then their central banking friends did

the rest… It is the same playbook as with the federal reserve here and

the gradual destruction of our country thru hollyweird ie., porn –

trans agenda – now swallowing our country into an eternal hell by

way of the talmud. You keep telling yourself the jews are great people

when in fact they are devils.

Your confusing Kazarian Askenazi Jews with Palestinian and Hasidic

Jewry which is a totally different animal altogether. The Kazarians

were forced by the Russian Czar to accept one of the Abramic

religions and they decided on the Old Testament Jew religion, but

they don’t really worship it. They JINO’s, or Jew in name only, but

these dirty dogs give all of the innocent Jews a blackeye from all of

their dirty tricks.
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God created the Jewish people, not you. His warning about cursing

the Jewish people is very clear in Genesis 12:3. And God calls His

chosen ones the apple of His eye. I’m not about to get on God’s bad

side by cursing the Jewish people. Remember, Jesus was Jewish

Himself.

Last edited 4 hours ago by Xena

yea, and they believe their scripture gives them that right. Well,

suffer not a witch to live!!

Lol, because anyone who criticizes a jew is clearly a nazi!

But Lloyd, i’m not the jew who raped aspiring hollywood christian

women like weinstein.

I’m also not the jew who raped christian underage girls like epstein.

I’m also not the jew who tried to blow up the WTC building like

Susan Rosenberg.

I’m also not the jew who prostrated herself to some filthy demon to

curry material favor!

Julie derails literally every conversation here and hijacks it into Jew

hate or hatred of females. So monotonous. His record is skipping.

Julie: One bad Jew does not desecrate the whole race of Jews.Can

you make the distinction? And your hatred of females betrays you

entirely

Why do you hate the jews so much? Are you a Christian? Do you read

the Bible? “He who blesses Israel shall be blessed, and he who curses

Israel shall be cursed.” You are making some serious accusations

without revealing your source. Jesus was a Jew. Remember? “Yeshua

ha Maschiach”(sp?)

Make sure you read Revelation 2:9 and 3:9 — both verses talk about

the future in which there will be liars who say that they are Jews and

are not, and who lie, and who are the synagogue of Satan.
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I’m not saying it’s the Jews, and I never will.

I’m saying, like Scripture is saying: it’s the liars.

Unfortunately, these liars we’re talking about call themselves Jews.

So, some merely call them what they call themselves.

The Scriptural logic is slightly convoluted, but obvious to those who

investigate.

God bless in Jesus name.

Good question. And when. Probably 130-150 years ago, in caves

underground while devastation happened up above (devastation by

fire that is; God promised only one flood).

And by “130-150 years ago” I mean, this has likely happened every 4-

5 generations, since Christ walked in Earth. I have no way to

determine, experimentally, what the current year is — I can only

know from having someone else tell me, and that’s full of holes,

logically.

One of the extra-Biblical books describes how people were made, and

by which other creatures. That’s probably a decent pointer, to the

answer of “who”.

I don’t think it was King James, or any other “person from history.”

Probably people (or perhaps, other creatures) who never ended up

seeing the light of day, after their task was completed.

Research the “World’s Fair ID cards” for hints along these lines.

I don’t have the full picture, just a few slices of the 4D and am

working on visualizing more.

Jesus was a Judahite, ma’am, not a jew like the race mixing Edomite

bastards known as the jews. Those guys who currently RUIN the

world need to be exterminated!
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JESUS taught in Galilee, lived in Galilee, did not walk or teach in

Judea for fear of the Jews, His enemies. JESUS rarely taught in

Jerusalem until He traveled there to be murdered by His enemies,

the Jews. JESUS was betrayed by one of His Disciples, a Jew. They

are our enemies, enemies of GOD, enemies of all Christians, enemies

of all humanity. JESUS will handle their extermination Himself,

verified again and again, right in the scriptures.

On the way to Jerusalem, JESUS said prophesying “But those mine

enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring

hither, and slay them before me.” (Luke 19:27)

The scriptures (BIBLE) Christians all believe wereGod breathed and

the Holy Spirit (part of the triune God) helped man write them.

Scriptures say that God chose Israel, and therefore a PURE

bloodline, as the apple of his eye. God covenanted with Israel. Israel

turned against God, just like many have. God gave them the law, and

they couldn’t keep it. God sent Jesus through a PURE bloodline, and

they rejected Him also. That is when God revealed that Gentiles who

believed and followed Christ could ALSO be included in God’s plan

for salvation now. ALL of mankind will be held accountable on

Judgment Day. I would rather accept the offer of Christ’s blood at the

crucifixion as payment in full for my repented sins since NO ONE but

Christ was able to meet the high standards God had established for

Israel, which is WHY God sent Christ in the first place.

What difference does it make? People have different information and

sources of information. The bible has to very carefully sifted through

as much of it is of satanic origin. Basically when you curse anybody it

can come back around to bite you, not just Israel, but certainly Israel

too. It’s karma. and just common sense.

and you say that’s true because you would hate to have to go down

another rabbit hole and find out again, you’ve been lied to over and

over and have to figure it out for yourself.
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Only the tales of truth recorded about Satan and the Nephilim being

kicked out of heaven by God because they thought they could

overthrow God. Basically, Lucifer(at one time the most beautiful of

all angels) wanted to have Jesus’ place at the right hand of the throne

of God. In the end, Satan and those who have chosen him as their

master and served him will face condemnation and the

EVERLASTING fire in Gehenna Hell.

Yeah, it is and you can tell by their deeds. All the vindictive and

hateful nonsense is of satanic origin. But you made it clear you very

strongly don’t want to have to question what you’ve already been told

over and over and over, your conditioning.

Last edited 16 hours ago by Ceecee

Where do you think the human sacrifice part of Christianity came

from? It came from Satanic origins. We have to accept a human

sacrifice in order to propitiate “God”. Jesus was the human sacrifice

for us.. I’m not accepting a human sacrifice personally. An evil entity

with one name being Satan had civilizations on this planet sacrificing

humans throughout much of antiquity. and as always, seeks to

destroy our natural spirituality and connection to our source. I

abstain from even a symbolic eating of his body or drinking of his

blood through the eucharist and refuse human sacrifice. I have done

nothing so terrible that someone would have to die to pay for it if a

human sacrifice could actually propitiate God I would want none of

that.. Hmmm…

Animal BLOOD sacrifice came originally from Genesis for the

offering of an animal ACCORDING TO GOD’S LAW. The PURPOSE

for the sacrifice was atonement for sin. Specific instructions were laid

out in the ritual. The offering was done by a priest who then poured

the contents on the EAST end of the Mercy Seat on the Ark of the

Covenat (which is where they believed God dwelled. Once Christ, the
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ONLY perfect man to live PERFECTLY under the law and His blood

was offered by the crucifixion, no more blood sacrifices were needed

or acceptable.

you are protesting too much. Why so desperately afraid to go down

the rabbit hole? There’s nothing to be afraid of… you have a brain

and God gave you a conscience. Fear not…

Last edited 1 hour ago by Ceecee

Jews and Israelites are 2 completely different things. Try to keep up

and yes I am a Christian, but an awake one.

The problem today is that many of those who call themselves Jews

are not Jews. Most of them descend from places like ancient

Khazaria in south-east Europe. Your quotation is well meant but

unfortunate. Applying it to the so-called Jews in Israel today is doing

nothing but encouraging their misuse of the claim that God gave

them the land they are in. What God promised His people was

conditional on their obedience. That’s the part they don’t tell

evangelical Christians. 81% of Israelites do not even believe in God.

The only more atheistic nation in the world is Sweden. The US

blesses Israel wirth huge sums of money ans political support, but is

it blessed? No, it is the opposite: it is cursed.

I’ll ask you this then: Is the ADL Khazarian or fake Jews? Some say

they are, and some who claim to be Real Jews say The ADL are Real

Jews too. Their power is enormous for attacking anyone like Ye who

tells the Truth about any Jews, whether Khazarian or so-called Real

Jews. Why isn’t there this enormous mass movement by Real Jews

against the Khazarians. Instead the “real Jews” just join in the

whining about anti-Semites (and how they are victims again).

Have you seen a picture of their head pervert, Jonathan Greenblatt?

It would be impossible to look more Jewish, but literally all Jews

admire this low-life.
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So, which is it? The ADL are Fake Jews, then why are they so

accepted. Again, where is the Real Jew movement to expose them, or

for that matter any Fake Jews… All we get is “Anti-Semites”. Every.

Damn. Time.

Ye was threatened that he would be doped to “the zombie level,” and

what we get is he’s an anti-Semite… just another flake Jewish assault

on the Truth. And, everyone gets behind that BS, again.

ADL = Fake Jews… Real Jews, if Fake where’s the Blowback mass

movement from the Real Jews?

Now Dave, let me admit… yes there are Fake Jews…

…And they are more arrogant and nasty than the other Jews, and by

a long ways.

Here’s one example from another site from a Fake Jew, who

obviously believe the MAGA people are losing, so he can expose his

arrogance.

He said, ““Ashkenazi Jews are smarter than everyone else. They do

well in business and are ambitious. Doing well in business makes

them wealthy. Being wealthy makes them powerful.” Notice he used

that other Fake Jew term, but same difference.

I laughed until my sides hurt from this guys BS, but yeah when the

Fake Jews get arrogant they really show their rears.

Yet there are tons of real Jews helping these perverts out.

I’ve read several articles where it touched on the Khazarian Mafia.

This group has been around for a very long time. Not sure if I read it

correctly, but seemed as if they were behind the killing of REAL

JEWS (like the Jews with same family DNA as Jesus). I believe the

Khazaria Mafia is still going strong.
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If anyone has knowledge on all of this, please let me know. My mind

has absorbed so much info in the past few years that I may have

misconstrued some of it.

Dozens of Biblical prophecies tell us that the 12 tribes of Israelites

would number as the stars of the sky, the sands of the sea,

unnumberable. Tell us that the 12 tribes of Israel would become a

multitude of powerful nations. Tell us that the majority of us would

end up in a great and prosperous land guarded by two great oceans,

easily defended from invading armies. Hundreds of prophecies

ascribe many good things to the 12 tribes of Israelites, but not one of

them can be applied to the filthy imposter GOD hating, Christian

hating Jews.

Why were the jews unwelcomed in europe historically? could be

something to do with their ritual killings/sacrifice of non-christians,

especially those of us who are blonde?

They were expelled from 109 countries starting 250A.D. Carthage.

 
There’s a good documentary called Jewish Ritual Murder about their

crimes against children.

 
Wherever they showed up, the kids go missing.

I watched that documentary but have not finished…. I will go pull it

and finish it, but it was 111 countries they were expelled from… These

people are evil, and the cancerous C.I. Schofield and his zionist views

turned the jews into God’s chosen people by way of his wrongfully

dividing the Word of God, thus tricking most of the Christians in the

19th century. Schofield’s thinking is still clearly felt today. Even my

converted blue blooded – jewish / Christian friend told me, the jews

are the problems in the world currently…. His family fought bitterly

over his father’s estate, and he loathes jewry now, and he is an

attorney….. He hates the fact that he was addicted to porn for so

many years….. Thanks for the reminder on that excellent film.
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Jesus was descendant from the tribe of Judah of Israel, not a Jew

who studied from the talmud… Those guys are the race mixing devils

known also as the Edomites, ma’am.

Jesus was a Judahite and a descendent of king David from Israel…..

The 12 tribes of Israel eventually got scattered in Europe thus,

whenever you hear of White supremacy it is the Christian God whom

the unbeliever hates and fears…. They hate the White man for his

building skills, the care he has for God’s creation thru animal

husbandry and his love of wisdom and knowledge. The White race is

truly the persecuted race in the world as the world hates his supreme

God, namely Christ the lion from the tribe of Judah.

Reverse that, to be appropriate. Only those whom have gone along

with the cabal are allowed positions of success & authority in politics,

business, & Hollywood.

By that logic I guess Donald Trump is a top-ranking Cabal member,

huh Tracy

Last edited 1 day ago by Lloyd

@Lloyd, the real Jewish people are to be loved and respected and

blessed. Tell them their Messiah has come and will come again. Love

them and hug them and tell them their prophecies from Isaiah and

Jeremiah and others has been answered. 

 
Gen 12:3 And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that

curseth thee: and in thee shall all families of the earth be blessed. 

 
PLEASE DON’T HATE THEM. THE ROTHSCHILDS ARE THE

DEVIL’S OWN. THEY LOVE LUCIFER AND WORSHIP BAAL, BUT

WE DO NOT DO THAT. 

 
The Khazarians are the ones spoke of as members of the synagogue

of Satan pretending to be Jews and they are not, as it is revealed in

Revelation. 
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Because You want another chance to live again. Continue down Your

path, You’ll end up in the place You don’t “be lie ve” in, HELL. A very

real World, a DRUKAHRI PRISON, where liars, pedophiles, rapists

and the ilk kind are TORTURED AND NEGLECTED, just like they

did to the Dwarf and Orc. “Be lie f” has never been a requirement,

honesty and Service are. Unless You’re and inmate, then You’ll say

whatever You’ve been programmed to say. Enjoy. Jews are going

extinct, it’s a vile culture, not a RACE, and it sure as FUCK, is not

The Creators “people”, the ANIMALS ARE!!! You put life style over

life, PROFITS over PRINCIPLES, and will be incinerated upon

deletion!! Fact, not fiction! Regardless of what was taught!

 

Lol what the fuck are you talking about, do you think dwarves and

orcs are real, bro?

No those are not real. Only mole people and reptilians are real. DJT

is extremely afraid of mole people because they can dig out of any

floor and attack him.

Well I wouldn’t hold that against DJT, we all have reason to fear the

Mole People, reallly. Those little bastards are crafty and they can

strike at any time.

yea, especially when they are actively mating with the Chink Chimp

People presently stationed in china!

Correct. And we have ample evidence of mole people and reptilians

mating, just look at the ugly as fuck ccp chinks and ben shapiro!

Hollywood mk ultra handlers that drug their stars so they puppet the

narratives they want and cover up child pedophilia

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50
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dollars every hour.
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The world turned on Christ after he took down the bankers (the jews)

in his Father’s temple… The reality is that tribe desecrates everything

it touches, and it usually begins with porn and central banking. They

also happen to be ugly too with those big noses that want FREE AIR!

The real Jews are not the one that financed Lenin and Trotsky during

the Russian Revolution in 1917.

OBVIOUSLY youre not this stupid. YE is doing what soo many others

have done but at a much larger scale. No fear cuz he knows God is

protecting him. Hes EXPOSING the demonic, very evil cult running

the world. Now theyre showing him who holds the power. This is the

same thing theyre doing or have done to Trump, Mike

Lindell,Rosanne Barr,Dave Chapelle & the many others that they

havent just out right MURDERED! ITS ALL ABOUT THE

CHILDREN & the evil theyve been doing to them for centuries that is

gonna be the real exposure. NOTHING CAN STOP WHATS

COMING 

 
WWG1WGA

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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The real Jewish people were not the Rothschilds that came from

Germany, and the real Jewish people were not the five sons out of 18

kids Mayer Amshel Bauer/Rothschild sired settled in five countries

(Italy, France, England, Austria and Germany), all the while they

plotted revenge again Russia for kicking them out for prohibiting

their satanic sacrifices and paedophilia to Baal. 

Xena, you are so confused, you do not know one end from another.

Just stick to the warnings from GOD in Revelation 2:9, 3:9, and

Matthew 25:31-41, GOD separating His sheep from Satan’s goats,

throwing His enemies into the Lake of Fire forever.

You may eventually get it right. No, JESUS is not a Jew which is

blasphemy. He is born of an Israelite, Mary. The Lineage of JESUS in

Matthew 1:1-17 & Luke 3:23-38 is quite clear. The Babylonian Jews

deny they are anywhere in the lineage of JESUS back to Adam,

rightfully so, in their filthy Babylonian Talmud and other writings.

The satanic United Nations stole that land from the Palestinians

which the Jews did not deserve. GOD did not give that land to His

enemies, and never said He would. He actually gave the land to the

people JESUS taught and chose His Disciples from in Galilee and

surrounding areas. Those notes they stick in the Wailing Wall are

satanic witchcraft, not platitudes to GOD.

Correct…. the Khazarian Mafia…the sons of Satan from 100s of

thousand years ago. Are not Jews in this time– but they assumed /

became Jews in name only –and used Jewish title but no real Jewish

DNA. Call them KM evil ones like this bastard…KM check out his

parents who gave him very wide apart eyes non jewish. As though

there was alcohol poisoning he was in the womb.

 
Were his parents KM academia elites? Who was he before university

his presumed bio starts

Wtf, according to your Bible human just created some 7500 years by

GOD…. so where were these fucking human 100s of thousand years

ago came from…???? So yiu can you say the Bible is full of BS?
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Satan is extremely scared of mole people and Reptilians and had to

live deeper and deeper underground to avoid them. They now have a

truce — Satan does all the street sweeping of Mole people’s city in

return for “peace”.

nah man, SSatan doesn’t street sweep. that’s why he dropped a big

shit that fragmented and is presently the CCP, the infamous Chink

Chimp People

Bullshit. That is classic jew subterfuge. Jew is a race remember? So

did KM mate with all these jews in order to blend in as camo? ffs

Rev.3:9- God’s word prophesied that in the last days imposters

would erroneously and falsely claim to be Jews. These imposters will

persecute their enemies and especially Christian’s.

AMEN and thank you for pinning the blame squarely on

that sleaze ball tribe known as THE j00$!!!!!!

The real Jewish people were not the ones that worked with Adam

Weishaupt to start the Illuminati to dominate the world for Lucifer

and the New World Order. 

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50
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You made me smile. Love it. God wins. Love, light, and Source

protection to all God’s creatures.

I believe there needs to be discernment when discussing “the jews”.

I’m against the crass condemning a entire group or ethnicity which is

nothing more than dumb blind bigotry. But anyone who does honest

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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research into the facts of history and looks into the Talmud for what

it is…a racist supremacist doctrine espousing an eventual

enslavement and genocide of the “goyim”, is an willfully ignorant and

intellectually dishonest individual…and probably an average jew

who’s unwilling to face the truth about the upper echelons of their

supremacist tribe. You jewish?
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I think people are free to condemn any entire group or ethnicity they

want to, as long as they do not take it several steps further and

commit violence or something illegal towards that ethnic group or

other group of people.

Scripture says otherwise:

“Judge not, that you be not judged. For with what judgment

you judge, you will be judged; and with the measure you use, it will

be measured back to you. And why do you look at the speck in your

brother’s eye, but do not consider the plank in your own eye?

and we have free will. Free will doesn’t mean God is going to punish

us if we disobey. We are free, and people are free to condemn

whoever they want as long as they do not harm person or property.

perhaps free will is not what we think?

perhaps Free Will means NO ONE can establish the curriculum for

life lessons? perhaps it means we can elect to take whatever lesson at

a time?

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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Condemning abhorrent behavior is not anywhere near your approach

of condemning the person. You seem to like to speak of things that

you are not well informed about. To your own detriment, I might

add.

I am very well informed and there is no detriment to me to uphold

somebody’s right to free thought and free speech.

God is very nice, and I expect only the very worst people to go to

some place like Hell. This CEO and people like HRC will probably

have to go, and gays that rape and groom small children (don’t hurt

the innocent). Okay, I suspect that most full-on Cabal members will

have problems. After a 1000 years or so would you give them a 15

minute coffee break?

We all create karma and I expect my karma to be good for upholding

someone’s right to free thought and free speech. and you will have

somebody try to take away your right to free thought and free speech

as the karma for trying to control somebody else’s thought and

speech and being very afraid of their thoughts and words on top of it.

Thanks for your Q on that. Your example would be judgment of your

own behavior. We are called to judge our own behaviors in

accordance with scriptural guidance, and modify accordingly.

Galatians 5:22-23 tell us we are to live in the fruit of the Spirit which

is “love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, gentleness,

faithfulness and self-control. Against these things there is no law.”

I don’t even know which post your talking about but you are

sounding like a little snowflake nazi pansy. Your commie ideas of

shutting down free thought will not fly. The military will uphold the

constitution and your snowflake brainwashing will not bear fruit.

In my opinion u b an idiot, just so u know Gods chosen people are

not any certain race of people, Its the people that know, love, trust

and obey him!!!
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Lol I’m not Jewish myself or subscribe to their religious beliefs,

buddy. Anti-semitism is still vile bigotry.

He voted for Obama twice, that should tell you everything you need

to know about this person. Not just ignorance but willfully blind and

stupid.

If one is racist, that one is a bigot; but it one is a bigot, she is not

necessarily a racist.

Anti-semitism is still vile bigotry?

Where are the jewish women with black men? Where is the diversity

among kyke families? Why aren’t there jewish mulatto kids? How

come we don’t see jewish men with black women?

Are jews bigots against non-jews? Maybe the jews are bigots AND

racists? oh, the humanity!!!!

It’s somewhat rare, but even Jewish women sometimes marry

outside the Tribe. I knew one such lady, and even liked her, as she

married an acquaintance on mine (a semi-friend). Yet he was an

intellectual, and a Leftist (in those days, I was too), and he had a 162

IQ. Jewish women are attracted to very smart males, and even some

Goys. She achieved a couple of Ph.Ds and headed up the IT and

accounting departments in a small college. He started his own

business, and made tons of money (IT stuff).

We lived in an area with about 500,000 people, and both he and I

were ranked about even in Tournament Chess , and both of us were

always around 3rd – 5th best players. There was only one actual

Master Level player in our area, and he had a 172 IQ.

All good questions but until they do their research you are pounding

your head against a propaganda wall. Sad.

Julie,
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In the long run, if the military is following all the Cabal money, and if

many “real Jews” are taking the ‘Cabal ticket,’ then the money trail

will expose their activities and they will pay. It just strikes me that

most Jews would not turn down the money ticket when offered.

Nazi? But I’m not the one whose name is fucking Bankman for fuck’s

sake who stoke billions. Probably some of the money belonged to

other jews.

So Bankman is suck a piece of shit he steals from co-religionists!

Lloyd need to get his Homo rear over to the Ukraine to mingle with

the Azov’s. So little time to help with their “victory” over Putin.

Julie, you really don’t know what you are talking about. You really

don’t. Someone has indoctrinated you and not given you the whole

truth. FYI There ARE “black” Jews. There are Jews in every race and

nation thanks to the great dispersion. Perhaps you could read

“Wanderings” by Chaim Potak. It is a bit intellectual, but explains so

much.

yea, no shit there are black jews. Where are the white jewish women

with black non jew husbands?

Why are the jews so resistant to diversity?

I don’t get the vile nonsense. It’s not vile. Now committing fake vacks

genocide and trafficking children and enslaving humanity, that’s vile.

but not liking somebody because of their ethnic group based on info

that may be true or is certainly partially true or even it it’s false? I’m

not getting vile.. smh

Ceecee,

It’s vile because the ADL tells ya to say it’s vile, and ya have ta do as

they say or you be like anti-Semitic, and there’s noting more ‘vile’

than that, except maybe an ADL butt-lick.
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discrimination is wrong and it is also vile. Nobody should be doing

that. Whenever you point a finger at somebody you have 3 pointing

back at yourself.

So you must have 3 fingers pointing back at you now. Julie did not

discriminate. and one hopes we are smart enough to learn and

discriminate in order to protect ourselves from people that may

cause us harm. She did nothing illegal and she or he is free to like or

not like whoever she wants for any reason.

Anti – semitism is a myth! The holohoax is a myth too, like the

deaths of covid. The real killing starts when the joos get their needles

in you…. You truly sound like an idiot.

I think at one time ONLY the original JEWS were God’s chosen

people. Israel is STILL the apple of God’s eye, but Israel REJECTED

God several times and you see throughout history what happened

when you do that. God’s plan was ALWAYS for a savior (Jesus), who

would redeem them from their sin. Unfortunately, though, when

Christ WAS sent to them, they rejected HIM, too! That is when the

door became open for Gentiles to be redeemed. Scripture confirms

this. Do your homework. The Bibles says God blesses those who bless

Israel and CURSES those who curse Israel.

Do you not grasp that Israel is made up of 12 tribes, of which Judah

is one of those 12? His covenant is with Israel and it’s open to anyone

who wishes to walk with Him (Yahowah) and keep his appointed

times and commandments (though he never specifically referred to

the big 10 as that). And yes, Yahshua was specifically sent to seek out

the lost tribes of Israel, not just Judah.

Jesus cursed the jews when he cursed the fig tree! Your luv of the

jews is a luv for the devil! WAKE UP!

Crawl back in yer hole Jerk B.! If i want any shit out of you i will

scrape yer teeth!!!
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All kinds of people believe they are the chosen of Heaven, Including

nearly all Han Chinese, and have you ever met the Wife of Brahmin

doctor, Egad?

Its not the True Jews, as we know the Jews, Its those that call

themselves Jews, it says in the Holy Bible Revelation 2:9 “I know the

blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the

synagogue of Satan.” So We and everyone, need to call them

something other than “Jews”…But until then when people are saying

“its the Jews” what they really mean is totally something else…and

until people get this straightened out, everyone will be screaming

“anti-semites”.

 
I think the True Jews need to call these satanist out and call them

what they really are…and get the stigma off of the True Jews. Its not

up to the rest of us to straighten this JEW thing out…they need to

call the satanist out and quit calling everyone Anti-Semites. There is

a problem and they need to fix it.

Yes, true, & the evidence of that is in the Holocaust. They did this to

supposedly “their own people.”

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from
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Rothschild was high up in the Royal Khazarian lineage– was NOT

JEWISH.

 
He signed the Balfour Declaration 1917 in England –his idea to send

pure Jews from WWII to Palestine and create a so called Jewish state

for the KM agenda … But it was really all Free Masonic Satanism =

Zionism — and the poor Jews were kept in the dark..even today the

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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Jews need to be more certain that Zionism is NOT Jewish period.

The future is all Khazarians will be removed and Israel will change

for the better. Peace between all nations. The innocent jews that call

themselves zionists need an education in real history.

“it’s not the jews!”

Big Nose Money Sniffn Kyke: “Our plan is working perfectly on the

eggshell goyim mind!!

“it’s not the jews!”

Big Nose Money Sniffn Kyke: “Our plan is working perfectly on the

eggshell goyim mind!!

The Kazarians are not Turks. They originally came from Sumeria and

were kicked out, because of their sacrificial parties. Their were two

tribes that got the boot, one tribe went west and settled in Palestine

and became the Zionists and the other tribe went north and settled in

the area of what is known as Kazakistan and they became silk road

banditos and worshipped their goat head buddy and practiced child

sacrifice, then the Russians booted them out and they went west and

infiltrated the English by paying off Charly I, and established

themselves as the all mighty British conquerers and sailed around

the world plundering the earth’s countries, and becoming the world’s

first super power. This is why they want to establish their ancient

homeland of Ukraine, but it is not working out like they hoped.

You’re history is mixed up. The root race in the early history we know

is from a Mongolian sect. NOT KAZAKHSTAN. KM’S COUNTRY

WAS KHAZARIA…FOR KAZARIANS…WHICH WAS THE MIDDLE

OF WHAT IS CRIMEA TODAY–ABOVE THE BLACK SEA ABOVE

TURKEY. THEY WERE IN TURKEY before Khazaria ….AND The

Turkic languages are a language family of at least 35 documented

languages, spoken by the Turkic peoples of Eurasia from Eastern

Europe and Southern Europe to Central Asia, East Asia, North Asia (
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Siberia ), and Western Asia.

To many people are ignorant about the difference between Khazakh

& Kazarian people and Kazakhstan & Khazaria

The history of Khazaria has been nearly

 
wiped clean from the history books we know.

Arthur Koestler did a fine job researching all this.

 
That is how I found out about it.

Yes… and before these Khazarians arrived in Crimea (Khazia) they

had been kick out of the Turkish Ottoman Empire for being

Satanists. Then they were kicked out of Crimea for their evil ways —

again for being Satanists and headed for Germany. But many moved

into Ukraine. Home today of Germany’s true Khazarian Nazis

assisted by the the Satanic Deep states of USA and many others

countries.

That sounds about right.

Khazarians are closely related to the Turks.

 
Turks are believed to be the Edomites

 
of the Old Testament.

Khazarians could be Hittites, Hivites, or

 
one of the related Canaanite tribes.

The Book of Moses say jewry is not the true Abrahamic Lineage. They

do not want us to look at early writings, historical facts.

 
They are Edomites-lineage of Esau, banned from associating with the

Israelites.

That is what we are dealing with today.

Edomites controlling our country,

 
trying to convince us they are

 
Abrahamic and legitimate.
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Do a search in the Old Testament about the Tribe of Dan. In the book

of Revelations 7, the Tribe of Dan is not listed among the 12 tribes,

comprising the 144,000 signed. The missing tribe?

 
They have quite a history.

You need to add pretty much every christian denomination to that

list as well. The only ones in that list that don’t seem deceived are the

Satanists…. which knowingly worship Halal ben Shakar (HaSatan…

the adversary)…. all the others worship their “Lord”… which is that

asshole Satan yet again. They all take a knee to a dead messiah on a

cross….. Messiah was impaled on a stake.
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Zionists are in many powerful positions in every industry. There are

few that aren’t Jewish Zionists. Do your research.

ZIONISTS ARE NOT REAL JEWS

MASONRY AND BRITISH ISRAELISM – Educate-Yourself

 
Materialism is the religion of British Israel Masonry and is not in

conflict with itself as it would have us to believe. In the third stage of

imposition of the Communist State we would more accurately

identify the final objective as the Communist Christian Kingdom of

God of British Israel.

What is so vile about being an anti semite? I don’t get it. So someone

hates jews.. so what , who cares? People are free to like or hate

whoever they want. I don’t care if he hates white women.. I don’t give

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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a rats ass.. So silly… utterly ridiculous manipulative deep state

nonsense..

Les,

Are the ADL people fake Jews or real Jews, are all he Jews behind

DeSatanis fake Jews? Stop with the Fake Jew crap, literally all Jews

are 100% behind what the ADL pushes. There is little difference.

We’ve had people on here say the ADL is Fake Jews, and Jewish lady

saying they are Real Jews doing a good job shutting don anti-Semite

stuff. It’s not confusing if you realize that all Jews back the Jewish

Supremacy trope. They lie and suggest that people like Fuentes are

White Supremist, when it’s absurd, as he’s not even White. Every

Jewish person believes he or she is above others, every one.

Nonsense.

Many Jews want nothing to do with bad stuff.

They don’t even want people to know they are Jews,

 
so they won’t get scorned and rejected.

It’s the Rothschilds and the other Khazarians of the NWO that are

calling themselves Jews; but that is a slap in the face of the real

Jewish believers who wouldn’t even fathom doing some of the

heinous things and vicious crimes and unearthly conspiracies these

vile, depraved, evil, detestable, despicable, black-hearted, filthy-

minded, child-hating satanic paedophiles do.

 
The real Jewish people were not rooted in Sumer, who then traveled

Babylon, then southern Russia (north of where Armenia and Georgia

are today) where they were told stop the criminal demonic behaviour

and Baal worship and choose a religion (Christianity, Islam and

Judaism) to get right, but disregarded the “get right” part whin they

converted, then traveled to Turkey, Poland, Germany, France.

Xena,
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I’m not picking on you personally, but you never answer several of

my questions. Do you believe the ADL is Khazarians or “real Jews?” I

guarantee you that literally all Jews admire the ADL for their stance.

If they are Khazarians, then why are they nearly universally admired

by all Jews, and tons of so-called Christians?

Please answer this simple question, otherwise I’ll just figure you and

most others on here have no clue about “who is who” between

Khazarians and Real Jews.

Also, you’ve talked about Clergy Lady’s, so did you know in

Traditional Christianity there are no woman preachers? If you

Church is inverted by feminists Clergy, then are they also big on Gay

marriage and the rights of Gay couples to adopt small children. There

are very few nice monogamous gay couples next door, as they

multiply by raping kids into their group.

Acceptance of Gays, Gay marriage and their Grooming Children,

follow naturally on the heals of Feminism.

One day you’ll see all these ADL perverts hanged, and many of your

Church leaders too, because “follow the money” will prove both the

ADL and your inverted Church to be Cabal intense hangouts. They

will both be found to be deeply involved in the worst Evil.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from
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The ladies in the churches that I have visited are preachers, teachers,

elders, evangelists, prophets and apostles and pastors, very-well

grounded in the Word and setting examples for it. , and they are NOT
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gay-affirming or gay-marriage affirming at all. They hold Jesus as

Lord and the Bible and the final authority, and they hold tat

homosexuality is an abomination and that children should NOT be

indoctrinated in LGBTQIAP+ issues.

 
Remember that there were women church leaders at the very

beginning of the church age and the Bible records them in the New

Testament.

So, why has Harvard plus most of the Ivy league schools have many

times their population levels represented in those Universities? No,

it’s not IQ, and it’s not hard work it’s Jew Supremists slotting them

in. Harvard is over represented at 12X their population levels, and

Chinese are suing over Jewish bigotry, as they simply get people in

place to chose their own, or a wide form of Tribal nepotism.

The IQ levels of Jews is just average like white Europeans.

All Jews have way too much influence in the USA, and it needs to

stop, and It’s not just The Khazarians, it’s all Jews. When the money

flows are revealed, exposing the DS people many, many will be not

just The Khazarians, but Real Jews, and they will be hanged.

Add-on:

I honestly believe nearly all the so-called Judeo-Christian leaders,

and possibly even many of their mid-level managers will have money

trails tied to them exposing both human and child trafficking, as

that’s how many have made their big money for years. They shall be

hanged too.

Yes… and before these Khazarians arrived in Crimea (Khazia) they

had been kick out of the Turkish Ottoman Empire for being

Satanists. Then they were kicked out of Crimea for their evil ways —

again for being Satanists and headed for Germany. But many moved

into Ukraine. Home today of Germany’s true Khazarian Nazis

assisted by the the Satanic Deep states of USA and many others

countries.
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Well, there were *12* tribes of Jacob/Israel. One of them was the

tribe of Judah. All of them were blessed in God’s eyes. If I am a child

of the tribe of Joseph, then I am as protected as anyone who calls

themself a, ‘Jew.’

Additionally, there were three sons of Noah; Shem, Ham and Japeth.

Ham was cursed, because he apparently shamed his father Noah.

Ham’s descendants went on down and populated the region we know

now as, Africa. Ham’s mother was, apparently, a daughter of Cain,

who killed his brother Abel, because Abel’s works were better than

his. Cain also was given a mark, so that everyone in the world would

know there is something amiss about him. Cain also had an angry

stare, or countenance, because, he had killed his brother, and would

not repent.

Remind you of anyone in particular?

Last edited 1 day ago by EdBob

12 tribes of Israel,

 
including Judah,

 
which became its own kingdom of Judah,

 
along with the tribe of Benjamin.

Edom was descended from Esau,

 
who married into a Canaanite tribe.

Jacob and Esau were in conflict.

Judah conquered Edom,

 
and was commanded to slay all the Edomites.

Judah instead absorbed Edom into Judah,

 
and forced circumcision on the Edomites.

Modern Jewry is Edom,

 
the “13th Tribe”, so to speak.
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Since Edom was absorbed into Judah,

they are technically “Jews”,

 
in spite of their Canaanite heritage.

Edom means “Red”,

 
the color of communism.

 
Bolsheviks were Edomites,

 
from Ukraine.

There is certainly a theory of The Diaspora that involves British

Israelism, & there is evidence that the Tribe of Levi went largely to

Portugal & the Azores. My last name is listed in the Bible as of the

Levitical priesthood, & from the Azores via my dad’s heritage. Jewish

people trace their being Jewish via their mother, however, most of

these names recorded are male family names. There is also a lineage

to Christ which follows the mother’s lineage, & one that follows the

father’s.
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Do a search in the Old Testament about the Tribe of Dan. In the book

of Revelations 7, the Tribe of Dan is not listed among the 12 tribes,

comprising the 144,000 signed. The missing tribe?

 
They have quite a history.

Bob Dylan is a great example of a Satan (Baphomet) worshipper. He

expressed his loyalty in a couple of interviews. His rise to stardom

was manufactured by the Tribe, from his introduction to Allen
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Ginsburg in the Village, a guy who’s so-called poetry couldn’t be

more perverted. Everything about him was panned and orchestrated

by Cabal Jews.

Add-on:

Yes, Julie, and that’s why the ADL is tryin so hard to shut him up,

and Fuentes too. Egad, if the Blacks and the Hispanics turn on them,

what next… OMG, the so-called Judeo-Christians may get a clue, and

find out there’s just Christianity and Jew, and all Jews secretly hate

Christ and all Traditional Christians.

I think we may all find hidden documents & information pertaining

to all of what we consider Holy Books & Traditions. Certainly, there

is connection among Christians, Muslims, & Jews. Also, seeming

divisions of belief. We know so little. More will be revealed. The

Masons believe that they wrote the Bible, for example.
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Organized religions are deliberately slanted

 
so we have conflict among ourselves.

This serves to divert attention away from

 
the cause of the problems.

We have been deliberately kept ignorant of

 
much of what has been known for a really long time.
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The Synagogue of Satan traded in their

centurion uniforms for scarlet and purple robes,

 
and became “holy”.

The modern day “Jews” do not wear scarlet

 
and purple. They wear black outfits.

Cardinals and Bishops wear scarlet and purple.

The Romans conquered everybody.

 
They changed tact, that is all.

If you don’t mind losing your soul or possibly being killed and

replaced by a clone …

Joke’s on you buddy, I’ve been replaced by a clone 5 times already.

Or was it 6? Gets kinda hard to keep track of them all after a while,

ya know?

Well yeah, the transfer process is painless, new clone bodies tend to

feel a little stiff at first but they loosen up with a little use. It’s not all

that different from breaking in a new pair of shoes.

I never really liked Bob Dylan, always wondered why people think

he’s so special. Ya, he has a couple of good songs, but never really

liked his music.

lol. dylan’s music was shit in terms of learned composition. He used

the same banal chord progressions. sigh

so did the seriously accomplished black american jazz musicians

suck the demon dick? ain’t heard shit bout that! them niggas is clean.

If I were YOU, I wouldn’t even ENTERTAIN the idea of ANY God but

Almighty God, Creator of Heaven and Earth. Scriptures tell us to

choose ONE god. You can’t serve both off and on. It’s EITHER OR.

Once Satan (called by MANY names – Baphomet is only ONE) gets a

foot in the door of your life, if you are lured by worldly trappings, you

may think that you have EVERYTHING! Satan is the father of FEAR
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and LIES! When God withdraws His protection from you because

you are messing with Satan, you will end up with a BAD end, just like

THIS ONE!

I mean I get all that, but is God gonna make me a good guitar player

though? I’m just weighing my options here Linda.
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Earth is the only planet in the milky way that worships myth

religions based on galactic visitations, some 6000 years back and all

of the other planet beings laff their ass off at eartlings as being quite

backwards….

I think Bob Dylan is a candy-ass and he sings through his nose. Can’t

stand his music and neither could “The Band” fans…they booed him

constantly when he was onstage with them.

Last edited 1 day ago by Windtalker

Dylan sucks ass like you, the only reason he made it big time is

because he toed and sucked the cabal’s dick.

You got that shit right! His poetry is quite nutty too. I wonder if he

was MK Ultra’d like Jim Morrison and Frank Zappa…

Frank Zappa was MK Ultra’d?

That’s odd…he always struck me as being a relatively level-headed

and cerebral-minded fellow in general.

 
If that’s the case, then it’s a real shame, indeed.
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Zappa’s dad was a China Lake scientist working on a lot of black box

projects and Frank was volunteered for a limited time with mind

altering drugs to see how humans reacted to it. His dad would score

some extra points with his bosses, just like Morrison’s Fleet Admiral

dad of the Navy volunteering Jim.

 
That’s why Jim Morrison sang some freaky poetic music of doom. I

used to hear his music non stop in ‘Nam, throughout the day…….

Much of his so-called poetry was just Freudian ‘Free ‘association’ and

Freud was another weird squirrel. The Beatles went Ga-Ga over

Dylan’s garbage, but they were Satanist too (album covers with

broken up dolls, and “The Beast Himself” right there), so they were

just one more set of paid worshipers of Bob, and Satan.

There are still black Hebrew Tribes in parts of Africa. They have been

accepted by Jewish people as Jews. The language is Hebrew. There is

an area in Europe called the Hebrides.

Last edited 1 day ago by Tracy Reinert

I love the Jewish people God created and will never hate Jewish

people knowing God created the Jewish Nation, knowing that Jesus

Himself was a Jew. God specifically says in Genesis 12:3 He will bless

those who bless Israel and curse those who curse Israel.

 
I hate what the evil and depraved and Putin-hating and child-hating

and Russia-hating Khazarians like Soros and Schwab and the

Rothschilds have done to betray the world and betray the Jewish

people, and what their non-Jewish puppets and Russia-hating,

Putin-hating lackeys like Hillary and Obama and Prince Charles

(Lizzie’s own son), NoName have done to the world; but I do not hate

Jewish believers who do NOT do these things and who truly follow

the ways of the Lord.

 
It is a lie that the original Jewish people came from Africa. Yes, there

are Ethiopian Jews, but their royal bloodline includes that of Menelik

II, who was said to be the offspring of Ethiopia’s Queen of Sheba and

King Solomon of Israel. Not to mention the fact that Moses’ wife was
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black. Aaron and Miria had a problem with that — and we as Bible-

believers know Miriam got leprosy after she and Aaron began

opposing Moses and his wife. God had no problem with Moses’ wife

and He wasn’t having any of itAaron and Miriam’s nonsense. Shame

on them.

 
God spoke to Abraham and promised him that he would become the

father of many nations; that his wife Sarah would be the mother of

nations and kings of peoples would come from her. Abraham

travelled from the land of Ur in the Chaldees in what is now known

as Iraq. Not Africa. So those black Hebrew Israelites are preaching a

false gospel, upholding a false Christ, and practicing a false doctrine.

One can hear the hate and hostility in their

 
voices as they preach this doctrine of hatred for other races not like

them, or hatred of worshipping God which is not their god, but they

are too stupid to know it.

There are two Houses, two sticks, referred to repeatedly in Scripture.

One is the House of Israel. The other is the House of Yehudah

(Judah). It is said ~~ All are of the House of Israel when they are

altogether as family. Separated, we are of the House of Israel, & they

of the House of Yehudah.

Two sticks, houses, made one in God’s Hands. Just as we make

family. Two parents. They all wanted to marry Benjamin, Scripture

says.

Last edited 1 day ago by Tracy Reinert

Like you, I love the Jewish people and have worked with them for

many years helping them live their lives the best they could to the

end. The ones that I’ve known that have gone on were the most

wonderful people I’ve ever had the pleasure of spending time with.

They were so appreciative of me as I was well known in their

community. I so miss my time with them but have to say, wherever I
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go, I always meet and remain good friends and neighbors with them

to this very day. God loves Israel and God loves America not only

because, but because we love and support the Jewish people.

Xena,

Did you aid 3rd world people to come into the USA as part of your

Charity work with your Church? Did you help get them lots of free

resources meant for Americans? Bet you did, and if you did, I’ll bet

some of the 3rd world kids quietly disappeared? I’d say you’re

probably not one of those given Cabal money for this process, yet

likely you were involved. Worse you’d have known if your church was

getting money for bringing in 3rd world people.

Feminist — check

Admires Feminist Clergy — check

Likely Church mid-level management — check

Always excuses Jews who write the money for Bad Churches

Never says anything bad about Homos in the Church – check

Did any of the Money coming in for 3rd world people being trafficked

by your so-called Church go through your hands? Probably?!

This comes from the fact that in 2017-18 on 8Chan we talked a lot

about Judeo-Christian so-call churches taking in large sums of Cabal

cash for sneaking large groups of 3rd World POS from all over and

funded by Jews, of course. So, were you a human trafficker, getting a

superior feeling over your “Charity work?”

We freely talked back then about how 100% of the Judeo-Christian

churches were deeply involved with taking money for Trafficking

(including children as it always includes children).

Q– The people you trust the most, or church leaders into child

trafficking.
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Not expecting an answer, but I do know that 100% of these Fake

Christian churches did this crap and felt good about it to boot. If you

got personal gain from this stuff too then… you will pay. I’m sure you

look at yourself as compassionate for all of God’s people, and you

know Americans have been too privileged for too long, so it was time

to spread the wealth to 3rd world people to create more Equality….

am I Right?

Add-on: Xena

I bet you love you some egalitarianism? It’s the prime mover of

Feminist Infiltrators. This is by a real Christian:

“Equality is an anti-Christian force. It was the rhetoric of the

secularists for well over a century because it was useful to batter

against the anti-egalitarian strictly hierarchical Christian faith. And it

worked. It worked so well many Christians now preach as if equality

was their idea.” (Bet Equality is your true Gospel)

“But now that secularism reigns supreme in our culture

egalitarianism is being redefined to suppress any competing

philosophies, especially hierarchical religious philosophies. The goal

was always the supremacy of the godless morality of the anti-Christ

philosophy over Christendom and beyond.”

check out BorderWarz on tgram. His group is on the border in pima

cty az. He said 100’s of illegals arrive NIGHTLY just in that one area.

And he has video of some arriving in full camo.

Bancel worshiped the god of this world, the false god. There is only

one true God and that is the one who created the heavens and earth.

There is no standing on the fence. You either believe correctly or

you’ll end up in the same place as Bancel is right now. By reading,

believing and doing exactly what Romans 10: 9-10 says than you will

be born again. Romans 10: 9-10 isn’t the only thing, there is more but

at least you will have a foundation and will want to spend more of

your time in the Word of God for even more understanding.
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Agreed! Recently found 1 John 5:13, which tells us that we CAN know

that we are saved. Romans 10:9 gives the instructions to do so,

reflected in Romans 10:13.

Revelation 22:12 speaks of the rewards in Heaven. Faith gets us there

(not even repenting! Although that does tend to come, after asking

for salvation); our works lead to rewards, but only if you’re through

the door.

Wonder if there are shared rewards for working together.

God bless in Jesus name.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50
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Maybe he prefers the shit from Michael Robinson instead of Michele

Obama. Oh wait they are one in the same and it has been executed.
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Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

Oh that’s right, you’re stuck in a physical interpretation, while I’m

referring to a spiritual one. My apologies for not drawing a picture in

crayon for you.

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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Wow I bet it gets even spookier. Maybe next article we’ll learn that

the vaccine was actually invented by skeletons

“Moderna CEO Bancel Worshipped Demon Baphomet.”

This has to be by far the very least surprising thing

 
that I’ve heard in roughly the last week and a half.

I’m surprised they published it – but I’m glad they did. I expect to

see a lot more of these “announcements” coming. No doubt they are

beginning to prepare people for these exposures because there will be

so much of this filth being exposed that people will be gagging on it.
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David, yup. Betcha’ a lot of “demonic alters” set up in those fancy

mansions. We know about the ones under govt. buildings, churches

etc. Show me a Christian among these people and THAT would be

SHOCKING. Maybe 90% evil most likely. Solid 85% for sure.

WWG1WGA!

All. You don’t get into the cabal without becoming one with their

demon gods. That’s how they’ve kept the police out of their religion

for a very long time. Make sure the followers have secrets they’d

rather die than have exposed. Makes the totally controllable. Yes

baphomet is a real spirit entity that has enslaved millions.

Must be so.

More than 50,000 children disappear

 
each year in the United States.
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It is impossible for the Police not

to be involved in this abomination.
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just look at Sheriff Penzone in Maricopa County. He refused to obey

a subpoena from the state legislature, but if you disobey his

command, he’ll be glad to confine you to a cage!

Well stated – ‘you don’t get into the cabal without worshiping

demon-gods.’

I believe the world is full to overflowing with those in power and who

have great wealth, and rank/influence, etc., who when they were

young, called out to the God of This World, aka Satan, and told him

they’d give their life if they could have power, wealth, fame in this

life. I, like many of you, did not do that. I did the opposite. I

denounced satan, and opened my life to the Creator, the Lord God

Yahweh. I got plenty of persecution for it. The world does not love

me. But God does, and I am blessed in this life, and will have great

reward in the next.

“Baphomet is a deity allegedly worshipped by the Knights Templar”

Yep. Its bizarre but 100% true. A few years ago I thought little of it.

But after some deep research into various developments of history, I

came to realize otherwise. Up into the early 19th century, being

involved in spiritism was common place. You see this time and again

in studying history. Seems like everyone then was having visions of

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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some sort. For many, the appeal of spiritism was to find a cure to an

ailment as doctors were in short supply and there were no drug

stores of any kind.

The Knights Templar came into being after a “Christian” army

conquered Jerusalem, displacing the Muslims who had controlled it

since the 7th century and the Romans before then. For 9 years they

dug under the temple to find something that was likely burried in the

year 70, before the Roman army destroyed Jerusalem. They found

what they were looking for, and I doubt it was gold and silver.

Probably was books on ancient magic. Not long after, they became a

large force and very wealthy. My guess is that the basis of their

wealth was crime such as counterfeiting, likely theft as well. This is

why they like to control banking – since you can “print” or mint

money at will.

The only reason Stephan Bancel “worshipped a demonic entity called

Baphomet” is because it works. He didn’t do this for something to do.

And there are hundreds of thousands (millions?) like him. For those

of you that are familiar with the Bible, consider Matthew 4:8,9 –

“Again, the devil took Him along to a very high mountain and

showed Him all the kingdoms of the world and their glory; and he

said to Him, “All these things I will give You, if You fall down and

worship me.””

Contemplating something like this is nauseating, but it is the reality

of this world and history, and a big reason why there has been so

much turmoil in human affairs, particularly since WWI when the

cabal took full control of Europe, the US and many other places.

Mediocre people sell out to get what they want quickly.

They do not roll up their sleeves and do real engineering.

They do not go through the difficult character building process,

 
one brick at a time.
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A delusional person who became a billionaire by accident?

NOT.

He sold out to the Devil,

 
who whispers in his ear.

Well the God I know does not ask me to fall down and worship him

and he shows me miracles when I ask for them in good faith. He

doesn’t ask for anything except for me to believe and for me to keep

the faith and to love others in any way that I can and to love myself

especially. I don’t read the bible all that much, if at all. I just go into

my heart and try and figure it out from there…..Demons are for

people who can’t get enough of ANYTHING EVER. Their time here is

done.

Nations are possessed.

If you are unable to remove an unseen entity from a being using

unseen skills, how would you liberate the possessed????

~~& much of Masonry is cabal~~

 
A friend recently told me they sell their souls to the devil at the 32nd

degree.

Last edited 1 day ago by Tracy Reinert

You write this stuff, and yet, you don’t believe what is true? Demons

are real, and if demons are real, there is only one creator, and he is

loving, kind and true. Accept him and stop believing that you are

immune from the inevitable. Hell is not a lie, and acceptance of Jesus

is your only deliverance.

I am a Christian, Shawn, but that doesn’t mean I have to believe the

written words of eugenicist. I’m open-minded to it all, but, of course,

I never personally witnessed Bancel speaking to Baphomet, so how

can I in good faith say, “Yes, it’s 100% indubitably true that

Baphomet possessed the guy.”
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The devil knows who he can temp and just how to do it. When our

beliefs, our thoughts are only of Christ and The Father the evil can’t

get too close. When you overcome the temptings you become

stronger and his demons give up on you. In Jesus name, be gone.

I was once told by a professed follower of Satan that if one reads the

word of God Satan cannot take over you. The Catholic Church

performs exorcisms and the movie “The Exorcist” was based on a

true story.

The Jesuit order of the Catholic Church has been at the heart of this

horrid evil & corruption.

Very true, Tracy. The biggest mass murderer in history is a Jesuit –

see also Anthony Fauci.
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Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

I totally agree, that is why I’m a recovering Roman Catholic.

Educated my nuns and priests and was introduced to Opus Dei in my

early twenties. I excommunicated myself and belong to no organized

religion. God created man and man created religion to control man.

The Vatican is infiltrated by Satan and corruption. Bergolio is said to

be responsible for trafficking the orphan children those parents

killed by Argentinian dictator Pinochet.

Well, the threat has been neutralized in a huge way & this evil

masterful murderer has already assumed room temperature!

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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I don’t find him scary , just evil.. and dangerous only to children and

small women who were gullible enough to go off somewhere alone

with the creep unarmed.. the death jabs could not have harmed

anyone without other demonic people in positions of power and the

even more numerous order followers..

Evil, yes; dangerous, somewhat; scary, not to a believer who has

more faith in God’s power to deliver than in Satan’s ability to deceive.

Most “believers” have more faith in Satan’s ability to deceive than

they ever had in God.

God says “fear not” & believers read that & say to God – “make the

Devil go away & I won’t be afraid”.

God says “fear not & Satan won’t mess with you”.
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julie got convicted for check fraud and is on a watch list

lmaoooooooooooooooooooooo

many people are saying julie is a pedo

After 30+ yrs in mental/behavioral health social work, one common

misconception I had early on was the vast range of is that every

psychosis or condition fits within a category outlined in the

perpetually updated DSM. Fact is, many who present w/what seems

a clear cut diagnosis are anything but. Illness can be faked, self-

induced & therefore “real” to that extent, or carefully hidden & not

apparent until a drastic act is committed. I certainly encountered

demonic possession as well, though not nearly as often as actual

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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mental illness or drug-induced psychoses. Demonic influence usually

became apparent as the therapist or other staff established a

relationship w/person, more importantly when they were earnestly

helping said client or making progress in treatment. Staff would

almost always be attacked spiritually or in some way repelled which

was quite unusual & disturbing, to say the least.

 
Unless a person is a direct witness to, or victim of, it’s difficult to

discern what’s really taking place. As we know, many of these

criminal freaks have created their own version of reality in order to

justify their actions. Without a similar bent, we cannot begin to

fathom such specifics, imho.

My findings via edit is: when large text content is broken down into

*full lined spaced paragraphs* edit goes through.

Utilize full line space separating paragraphs, run-on sentences also

slows things up, same goes for run-on paragraphs.

I agree with you. I too worked in mental health for years. A diagnosis

was often placed on a person which tended to oversimplify the

problem. What was really required was observation over a period of

time before labeling.

 
And demonic possession becomes apparent to workers in that field

right down to the techs. They know it when they see it. And are pretty

skilled at fighting off a spiritual attack. Often through prayer or

singing gospel.

Maybe. I think it’s been pretty darn clear that we’ve been dealing

with evil, & devil.

No, don’t have faith in scriptures, we weren’t there when they were

written and there is much to expound on about them and their

various sources and edits and even why they were left as canon or

removed and rejected by the politicians and powerful

clergy/politicians who made these decisions.

true, but it’s far more complicated than you think
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high level intelligence and politics are infested by the practice of

satanism.

some demons are doing the will of God, by testing the purity of some

humans, and if they fail the test, it was the will of God

but nature and evolution have accidents and those accidents are not

bona fide demons, they are the result of an accident of nature :

entities that create a lot of chaos for little spiritual gain.

Some of those entities are well known by advanced military special

access programs

it’s an open secret when you reach a certain level in the occult society

But his kids are suffered Baphomet’s influence and this is the very

real threat to their lives and eternities. How terrible for his family.

Surely his wife is afflicted as well. Women tend to be more spiritually

sensitive than the men.

Dear Lord in Heaven this stuff is sick beyond human comprehension.

I don’t even like reading about their dealings with evil. May Father

God protect all of us while reading about this evil. I also ask for

protection on Michael while he writes about this demonic

information.

 
In Jesus Might name

 
Amen

At least we are getting the truth so we can expose this evil — THIS

VERY REAL DEMON, BAPHOMET — according to Ephesians 5:11.

THANK GOD FOR THAT! Truth smashes lies. And nobody smashes

lies better than the Word of God. That’s why the devil hates it so

much, because it blows his cover and exposes the demons like

Baphomet he was using to take Bancel into hell. And possibly even

his wife and kids. Pray this poor family open their eyes to the truth.
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Michael, your videos are popping up in my feed! YAY. Long lists of

arrests, executions and life long jail sentences! Your name is at the

end. The Digital Soldier Press. Can’t link it. Thank you for all your

work.

Since I don’t do videos, i have no idea what you’re talking about.

Unless you read it here, don’t give credence to what others are

reporting about stuff coming from RRN.

Using two accounts because you can’t make a big enough fool out of

yourself with one? LMAO what a schmuck.
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Same here. I have donated a lot of money recently and feel good

about it.

 
One of the videos is of you on a boat saying to take time out for

yourself.

When you’re calling a few cents – “good” money.

 
Leaving a couple pennies for a tip at a Starbucks hardly constitutes a

donation, but have it your way.

 
Snickers!!!

As for this guy…So sad that he didn’t know God and Christ before the

devil got hold of him.

Like the tsunami of demons that Geordie Rose (an architect of the

Dwave quantum computer use at Cern) talk about. The year 2030

was their year of tsunami of demons. Think about it, Saturn with its

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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rings and hexigon poles.

And we piss ants here on earth think we’re the only intelligence in

the universe. I use the term ‘intelligence’ loosely.

Johnny, tisk tisk. Too bad that NASA has been misleading Christians

and the entire world with their lying propaganda which originated

from the NAZI german scientists and project paperclip. Too bad we

cant get past the firmament to get into space, Operation Dominic

proved that. they bounce radio waves off it and also use HARRP to

push up the ionosphere and create earthquakes. Space doesn’t exist

 
but satan does.

Demons will do no such thing as they are controlled by the

Reptilians. GR is a semi-reptilian.

This is the sort of truths that will soon be coming out all over the

place. Satan is being exposed along with those he has enslaved. We

can still pray for these people while they are still alive & maybe it will

make enough difference for some of them to turn before it’s too late.

Keep praying for exposure and then expose the evil. I do it every day,

we all are, and we should.

Yeah and I think God can only work through truth so let us have all

these media whores brought down ENTIRELY. Somehow.

JAG should immediately give copies of all of this information to Ms.

Janet Ossebaard, the Dutch patriot and proprietoress of “The Fall of

the Cabal” and “The Sequel to the Fall of the Cabal” for immediate

production of a half-hour documentary of the type Ossebaard has

already produced by the dozens. Ossebaard is the preeminent

English Language narrator alive today.

My last month’s paycheck was 11500 dollars. All I did was simple

0nline work from comfort at home for 5-8 hours/day that I got from

this agency I discovered over the internet and they paid me 50
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dollars every hour.

Visit this article for more detail…

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

God bless the lady, she and her collaborant did so much work to

expose this evil.

I’ve read both and is imho, a masterpiece and is worth the read. AWK

has these in his Website’s Resources section. Blessings,

JAG is scared of reptilians and does only what he is ordered.

Reptilians are controlling both white hats and black hats. They also

control Satan, Devil, Fallen angles, Q, Demons & Annunakis. They

are real master living beings.

Only Bathomet Knows & possibly turned up the heat of the Lake of

Fire to this evil fools liking!

Bancel was truly an instrument of evil. I hope he was waterboarded

before the hanging this must be made public when it all comes down.

It will never become public because voices in head cannot be

converted to tangible proofs.

Well…one thing is for sure. If they truly have the Holy Spirit in them,

they wouldn’t willfully murder anybody.

The Roman Catholic Church worships Baphomet as well and ever

Christian Denomination too by association. Remember when the

Roman Empire (a pagan empire) fell Constantine created the Roman

Catholic Church to remain in power. Notice that Christians worship

the crucified Christ and Communion is the eating of his flesh and

bringing of his blood. This evil religion has used and abused us right

under our noses and in so many ways. And the God they convinced

you to believe in is their God, Baphomet. Everyone needs to

reevaluate what they believe in. Yes, even the Jewish God.

http://earndollars241.blogspot.com/
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This/These gods have been on our earth for a VERY LONG TIME

manipulating us for their own purposes. Yes there is a true Creator

God and is far greater than these devious beings. We have a choice …

make it wisely.

The satanist worship the child sacrifice God Moloch, and Baphomet,

transgender God, why do you think they keep pushing this at school.

It’s not a coincidence.

It sounds to me like this Bancel character was the “girl” here, if you

know what I mean. Good riddance.

There can be no worse description of sexual violation than what

Bancel described what happened — alleging what Baphomet did to

Bancel.

 
It has been said that in some freemasonic lodges or Illuminati lodges,

there is the myth of kissing the goat’s backside, or riding the goat. I

saw one statue illustrating this, but the man was literally sodomizing

the goat, with the goat in missionary position. This is known as the

osculum infamum (obscene kiss).

 
According to one former lodge member, Albert Pike’s teaching about

the he-goat of the witches’ sabbat can be referred to in researching

this subject, and the way witches in the Middle Ages demonstrated

their allegiance to Satan. They had to consent to sexual intercourse

with ‘the goat’; (usually a high priest rigged up with a goat’s head, but

occasionally a real demonic form which looked goat-like).

 
A milder version of riding the goat is a 1920’s film clip of Freemasons

playing games and getting into mischief like little boys, horsing

around the lodge, one man wearing a thin veil over his face and

priestly vestments was churning what appeared to be a jack-in-the-

box, another man was being chased by a guy dressed as the Grim

Reaper, and another man was riding a child’s toy horse. It looks

funny.

 
But there is nothing funny about what REALLY goes on sexually

between the men and their victims. This is the real stuff that they

never tell their wives, who rightly believe something smells rotten in
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Denmark with this good old boys club whenever they have a night

away from the wives, every Monday night or Wednesday night or

whatever night.

Q: *what was the name of the book* Bush 43 was reading to kids

when receiving news that WTC was attacked?

Well Baphomet didn’t save Bancel’s life in the end now did he? I

sincerely pray Bancel will burn in hell for all eternity.

““He told me that through him I’d help bring about a cleansing fire

that would purge impurities from the world,” Bancel wrote on

February 20, 2012.

THAT WAS THE DEPOPULATION PLAN JOINED BY TEDROS,

GATES, BIDEN, XI, FAUCI, BIRX AND THE ROTHSCHILDS,

SCHWAB, THE WEF AND THEIR GLOBALIST ADHERENTS IN

KEY POSITIONS AROUND THE WORLD.

“He said he’d make me wealthy beyond my wildest dreams, and

guarantee that my family wound never want for anything, but, again,

I would have to pay a toll.””

 
SO IT WAS A FAUSTIAN BARGAIN FOR BANCEL, AND HE PAID

THE ETERNAL PRICE FOR IT. AND NOW HIS CHILDREN ARE

SUFFERING FOR IT.

Excellent work, Michael. Thank you. Please continue.

And you’re wondering why I am asking why the White Hats and the

Military have not gone in to remove the death shots off of the

market? Again my husband and children took those shots and

boosters because of the propaganda and brainwashing from the gov.

and this follower of satan so I am asking again, why, why did they

allow this to continue and allowing not just my family but others

lives to be harmed or destroyed when they know that this man and

probably the others are being used by evil to kill, steal and destroy all

of humanity and they didn’t take those death shots off of the market
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when it is in their power to do so? Out of everything that has

happened with the stealing of the Elections and even though I’m

angry about the cowardness of the GOP, RNC Republican Party and

will switch to Independent what was done here in not taking those

death shots off the market when it was known and the White Hats

and Military didn’t stop it how can I forgive them, they took an Oath

to protect us and yet those shots are still being produced and given

out like candy where more lives are being destroyed and it’s in their

power to stop it. Did you ask JAG for me Michael to ask why? Well I

guess whatever their excuse it probably won’t be good enough. I can

only pray that they will get those damn shots off of the market

 
NOW for Chanakkah and Christmas to give us a miracle to stop the

deaths.

I agree with the totality of your post. Nevertheless, perhaps it is a

handy means to an end allowing the people to CHOOSE the clotshot

or reject it. Litmus test, if you will. And I think you will.

Those who were blinded by the idiocy of the propagandists and took

the clotshot NEED the lesson of idiocy. So be it.

In the grand scheme of things, the sheeples who succumbed to the

shots will be the ones dying earlier because of them, while the true

patriots (who believe in God, the 2A, etc) did not get them, so when

you think about what part of the populace that is being eliminated,

it’s the useful clueless idiots who have supported this insanity all

along. Kind of like an ethnic cleansing.

youre a vile sick fuck for making broad judgements on literally 4/6

billion people. hopefully your entire bloodlines dies very soon from

the death jab.

Wake up robin earl redwine.

David T is quite right.
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It may sound cold and hard,

but someone has to say it.

NUREMBERG CODE

 
Article 6 Section 3

NO GOVERNMENT

 
Can Mandate Or Force

 
Medical Treatment

 
Without Individual Consent

That is the Law.

Violating this law is a DEATH PENALTY OFFENSE.

Those who promote forcing this “vaccine”

 
are guilty of a capital offense,

 
and will face military tribunal and execution.

Those who willingly go along with this insanity,

 
need to be separated from the rest of humanity.

Does anybody believe these mass serial killers should be spared the

death penalties the Genocide Code calls for, looked on with

forgiveness and pity?

We hear and see what you are saying Julie, but there are children in

MASSIVE NUMBERS that have taken the VACCINE KILL SHOT and

nodubt been boosted as well, these kids are INNOCENT, they cannot

be cast away and many adults , did not get the information on the

dangers and evils of this heinous VACCINE. Then there those that

just do NO have the capacity to understand what is going on,ALL of

these people, human beings cannot be cast away. This needs to be

understood, PEOPLE HAVE TO FIGHT FOR THOSE THAT

CANNOT FIGHT FOR THEMSELVES. THIS IS WHY PEOPLE JOIN

THE MILITARY, THIS IS WHY PEOPLE BECOME WHISTLE

BLOWERS , ACTIVISTS, UNION MEMBERS ETC. THE OATH I

TOOK WHEN I BECAME A UNION MEMBER , IT IS OUR OATH,
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TO PROTECT THE WEAK AND DEFENSELESS. AND I AM IN THE

BUILDING TRADES. SO as for IDIOCY, THEY DESERVE TO BE

PROTECTED AS WELL. THIS IS WHAT IT MEANS TO BE

HUMAN, REGARDLESS OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS, OR

IDEOLOGIES POLITICAL OR OTHER WISE. I KNOW THAT YOU

KNOW THIS JULIE.

This entire war is a different type of war than any other that has ever

been wage in history. This is a lengthy process, not a short term

event. Just know that.

I’ve tried telling people this, but they don’t believe it. I told them we

are at war, a unconventional, spiritual, misinformation, treason,

biochemical, hacking, stolen election, Ukraine, disinformation,

geoengineering.There will be casualties as in any war, which will be

innocent people caught in the middle of this, which could be any of

us at any time. I also have lost family and friends to the jab, all we

can do is pray God has mercy on us…keep praying, stay alert vigilant,

stock up 3-6 months on food, guns, and ammo.

The TV series Combat! had an episode

 
with a Cajun soldier from Louisiana.

The Cajun complained that everyone was

 
lurking about, and hiding.

The Cajun thought they should all come out,

 
and fight like men.

The Sergeant responded;

 
“This is a funny war…”

We are in a 5th Generation info war must different that other wars.

But patient endurance and, total faith and trust in God Almighty

attains all things. Blessings,
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for the same reason the vax pimp trump endorsed it.There are no

white hats, regardless of what fantasies you may read on the internet.

the last 6 years have 100 percent proven that.

With a 99.8% safe from coronavirus 19 factor for most people, there

were ZERO reasons for anybody to volunteer to take the

experimental, untested, unapproved ‘vaccines’, especially children

and young people who were 99.98% immune from the virus, which

turned out to be flu strain A, a covid example never isolated in a lab.

With President Trump and Dr Ben Carson promising that the natural

vaccines Ivermectin and HCQ hydroxychloroquine were safe and

effective, there was no reason for millions to rush into catastrophe.

With the lying FAKE Newsmedia urging them on into death, most

trapped into worshipping their government god could not resist.

I ask myself these same questions. Who should I be more angry at, …

The black hats or the white hats who know better but let this scam

continue.

Your husband and, I assume, adult children chose to take Trump’s

COVID Shot. If enough people refuse to take Trump’s COVID Shot,

then it will be taken off the market. It’s our responsibility to just say

no.

White hats are scared of reptilians. The underestimated the power of

elite reptiles and thus are underperforming in the war like Russia.

Satanism can no longer be considered a religion _ humanity must

see satanists as anti human and this must be know across the planet.

So much human harm comes from stanists and it must be Clearly

Exposed and humanity must see its enemy within Satanism…

#1) reason for failure is underestimating ones enemy

Big Pharma heads need to be investigated to see who else is swearing

Allegiance to an anti-human entity
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Thank you for sharing this most important information.

Sounds like he was in a MK Ultra Program in college. Like somebody

was molesting him and drugging him while splitting him into

multiple personalities like Jason Bourne movies. From attending the

University of Minnesota it wouldn’t surprise me if these programs

were going on. I mean the place is so vast it is a collection of small

cities basically spread across Minnesota. There is not a communty

feel there because of it’s size, and because of that anything could go

on under the cover of an institutionalized Education Center

sponsored by government. A lot of the teachers there are wacked.

The story is so unbelievable that it seems true. These leaders are evil

and do these types of things.

Q uses three words for these people; stupid, sick and evil. Did I miss

any? Blessings,

Hey Del what are your thoughts on the new Q drops? The ones where

Q is suddenly some kinda new-age influencer talking about

‘ascension’ and prophets or some shit

An apple flies from the tree to the sky when it’s ripe. It is true

because it’s so unbelievable.

Last edited 23 hours ago by Rob William

Don’t celebrities, royals and politicians worship Baphomet? Its not a

secret. The late Queen Elizabeth II was an adherent of Baphomet

unless she repented before she died.

Rumor from England is that the royals sacrificed Elizabeth to

appease their gods, one of which was Baphomet. The Bush Family

did the same with Barbara Bush, sacrificing her(him) to their gods,

consuming her at dinner to retain her sacred elements, hoping to

spare Pappy Bush from death, but that SOB died anyway. Don’t

expect these demon-possessed monsters to act human. Their

morality was seared away decades ago.
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Seems Barbara Bush is the Daughter of Famous Satanist Aleister

Crowley … We know that Barbara Bush is probably the most Satanic

of them all, by default, because Barbara Bush is the daughter of

Pauline Pierce. Pauline Pierce was impregnated by the world famous

Satanist Aleister Crowley, of Great Britain.

But Chuckie and Andrew and Prince Michael and Philip and the

Queen Mum didn’t repent.

 
Remember Chuckie was tight friends with Jimmy Saville, not only

Britain’s top paedophile, but also an occultist and practiced

witchcraft learned from his family, and was friends with teh serial

killer from Leeds. Not saying Chuckie was a paedophile like Lord

Mountbatten was, and Andrew is was because of his friendship with

Ghislaine Maxwell, Jeffrey Epstein and Jean-Luc Brunel, because not

everyone who befriends a paedophile is a paedophile himself. But he

did enlist Jimmy to become godfather to his kids, mediate his marital

problems with Diana and help Fergie with her problems.

Now, what normal-minded person befriends a paedophile or other

sex-offender, and makes him partis of the family, whether he was

knighted by the Queen and the Pope or not? In the words of former

Royal Protection officer Paul Page, Andrew’s friendship with Jeffrey

was kicking dirt in the faces of every survivor of sex offences all

around the world. And he is right. That also applies to Chuckie

befriending Saville, because he is kicking dirt in the faces of the 500

victims Savile, molested, trapped, sodomized and tortured during

Satanic rituals, as told by one survivor whose mother called him a

liar and refused to believe the great Jimmy Saville could do such

terrible things to a child. Saville did raise over $40,000,000.00 GBP

for charity, but the charities removed Saville name from their

organisations and disbursed the funds to the needy after finding out

what Saville committed criminally.

 
I am greatly insulted that he chose Jimmy to be godparent to his son,

because to be a godparents to a child is a very great honor and great

responsibility, you not only become a family member to the child,

you also are responsible for being a moral and spiritual example in
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that child’s faith his or her parents are teaching him in. And Diana

had damned good reason to hate Saville, she even hated Andrew

because she smelled something was not right with him. Imagine

what his wife Fergie and the kids had to put up with! No wonder that

angry man yelled at Andrew during his mother’s funeral cortege to

St. St. Giles’s cathedral and called him a sick old man. Not the most

appropriate place for such an outburst and he made himself a

security risk, but he was right to be mad at what he did to Mrs.

Giuffre and other girls trafficked by his BFF Jeffrey Epstein and his

girlfriend Ghislaine Maxwell and Brunel (who also didn’t kill

himself).

 
We as normal people enlist trusted friends or morally upstanding

people to do these things when they are not evil. Saville was one of

the most evil men to walk the face of the planet, and he molested

over 500 victims throughout the U.K. and slipped away from 14

police investigations targeting him and the serial killer from Leeds,

and never faced earthly punishment for it. But he is being punished

in hell right now for the hell he brought to his victims aged from 8 to

47, including disabled persons.

By accepting Jesus as your Lord & Savior. Only in Him is salvation.

We are in the midst of Evil in this world. If you do not have Jesus you

become fair game to the evil entities in this world. Nothing else can

protect you from Evil as you walk this earth and no one except Jesus

can assure your Spirit be kept from eternal damnation. It truly is not

a difficult choice to make. First accept the fact that Evil exists, accept

the fact that Almighty God the Creator exists and accept the fact that

only Jesus can save your soul. There is no other name that brings

salvation.

Amen. So true. Jesus is our Lord and Savior and no one comes to the

Father except through him. I am so thankful every day for soul

salvation.
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Sorry, there is no nonstop service to hell. The best I can do for you is

to give you a ticket with 2 stop, first at MAGA airport, the second at

RRN airport.

Pretty sure their comment was pro-RRN, but damn dude it must

suck being this paranoid all the time

See people, the Bible is NOT a book of Fairy Tales. God warns us,

warns us and warns us throughout His word. Matthew 4: 8 – 11.

“Selling your soul” is a real thing.

Glenda, absolutely right. You tell me how a 20+ year old Kardashian

can have as much or more money than super brains who’ve been in

business for decades. It’s called Illuminati. $20,000,000 Club, 50,

100 etc. The more evil you do the more satan pays you in fame and

fortune. Most of Hollywood and Washington are members. WAKE

UP sleepers! WWG1WGA!

How much do you want to sell your soul for? How is having multiple

souls useful? Do you they appreciate with time?

Well…”isn’t that special” the church lady said.

This exemplifies what is going on all around us these days as we

stand at the precipice of biblical end times. Satan has gotten a hold

of, and wrapped his heavy hands around many of those in power and

control…from pre-school teachers to the highest courts and offices in

the land. Goes all the way back to the temptation put upon Adam and

Eve in the Garden of Eden.

There are consequences for “believing the lie” and ‘ole Bancel along

with Clinton, Faulci, McCain, Comey, Bush and all of Satan’s [other]

minions are now the poster children of greed of deceit. This truly is a

war of good vs evil. Sadly, those of us that remain God fearing

citizens of the world have to suffer the consequences the iniquities of

these cucks put upon us. Look up…our redemption draws near. In

the meantime, pray for it everyday and do not be deceived.
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Last edited 1 day ago by BIGE

Someone with skills I don’t have, should look up what happened

during his Junior year. Obviously girl he knew, so anyone go missing

or murdered in/around his college or even hometown if different.

Anything unsolved. Doubt if it was rape as terrible as that is. Sounds

like he had to make the infamous “blood sacrifice” to me.

wait! May be solved but the wrong person is convicted. The devil is

great at keeping his people out of trouble. Well, till God says enough

is enough with that person. Hence evil Bancel found out.

He was possessed. Schizophrenia is only a term used by psychiatry to

explain away anything they can’t explain away. Anything they

couldn’t wrap their pee-brains around. So, all those nameless

problems get lumped into a single category and called Schizophrenia.

Then they can prescribe their stupid damn pills and call it a day.

So the evil in this world is real but it is not insurmountable and pills

will not make it go away. Only faith will do that I feel…..

Excellent piece, Michael–but the last line, if you want to quote

correctly, is “more things on heaven and earth than are dreamt of in

our philosophy.”

This might be the first piece you’ve written that deals with specifics

of demonic possession. Hope there will be more; they give great

insight into the mindsets of these worms who hold so much power

over us.

He wasn’t directly quoting Shakespeare so technically it’s fine.. he

did not even use the name Horatio.. and it’s actually “your

philosophy” if you are splitting hairs but it’s not a direct quote… “our

society” works and gives the same meaning in common parlance..

Everyone who has died or has been seriously injured by these

vaccines and their booster, the virus and its variants is a sacrifice to

Satan, just as aborted children are.
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Unfortunately, these so-called “elites” are in key positions of our

society and our government and are doing tremondous harm to our

country and our people.

This dude is not a sick individual, but very sane. He made a

deliberate choice to worship this demon in exchange for wealth,

fame, whatever. It was a deliberate choice to do evil when this demon

called for it.

The danger of such people is that they have NO MORAL CODE.

What is right or wrong to us, is nothing to them. Think about the

politicans in our government. Not just Democrats, but also

Republicans —- anything to get ahead despite the fact that they are

suppose to represent us. No, many of them it seems have sold their

soul to Satan.

Last edited 1 day ago by Wesley

That bit about the Knights Templars & Baphomet illustrates the

peculiar problem of being able to believe nothing outside your 100-

foot personal circle. I usually accord Mr. Baxter’s news the status of

“dots” and the only other descriptor is “lies” and that is because the

news is dead, and that I can trust nothing and nobody except for dots

which I curate into a picture of the world which becomes true as a

statement by virtue of its logical form alone. I then compare it to my

unchallenged inner reality. And that’s it!!! Baxter is as good as it gets

and even Baxter rates only dots. My study of history and its dots

which fit together assemble to show a highly successful fraternal

organization which originated the invention of the “bank cheque”

(circa 1140A.D.) and became rich when travel and especially

international travel was hazardous and risky generally. This was

facilitated by chapters (branches) in all major population centers of

the mediterranean and european landmass. The king of France

wanted their assets and so he & the pope (at that time a French

puppet) falsely accused them of devil worship and of being queers.

13th & 14th century Europe had many such excesses (the Albigencian
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slaughter and the Wycliff Bible atrocities to name 2 others). And

there was always a cabal, however primitive. Today’s of course is

nothing less than a species-threatening existential scourge.

The thing that makes Mr. Baxter such a good newsman is because he

is rich in facts and facts (however small) can be traced along a line of

effects to their cause (facts are the effects of causes). Such reporting

as provided here will form the basis of a revived and restored news

business and they should let Baxter head it up to start with.

At this stage, the only thing that truly interests me is ATTRITION

and the more necks Mr. Baxter stretches, the easier I sleep at night.

And so I hope for less fluff and more hard-core. wwg1wga PS: my

Episode 33 is pretty good, check it out.

Le roi de France ne voulait pas des richesses des templiers il

cherchait a éradiquer un certain groupe satanique “les templiers”

Yes, the Knights Templar received complete “Absolution” from the

Vatican in regards to the lies and heresy accusations from the King of

France & the Pope in 1307. Here is a link to one of many books that

describes the “Absolution” of the Knights Templar….

My favorite part is the ending where Bancel is like writing emails to

Baphoment on his iPad for some reason. If Baphomet was a

‘symbiotic presence’ inside of him why would he be writing that shit

on his computer? Why wouldn’t he just say it out loud or like into a

mirror, or even just think it?

It sure is convenient that he typed it out in exactly such a way that

lets Michael Baxter nearly tie up his little “devil worship led to the

invention of the covid vaccines” short story here!

I suspect this iPad was planted in Bancel’s home, and these “journal

entries” or whatever were concocted by an unknown third party

attempting to derail the narrative to suit their own nefarious ends.
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Could it be the Anunnaki behind it? Certainly. But as usual I’d place

my money on the Mole People.

Reptilians control everyone including Anunnaki’s. They also control

Demons, Satan and human society. Steven Seagal is the lone warrior

still standing against them.

No amount of power, fame, or fortune is worth swimming in the lake

of fire for eternity. Be content and thankful for what you have. God is

always faithful to provide enough. As Mary Poppins said, ‘Enough is

as good as a feast’.

Wasn’t he is more likely to be an atheist? Many scientists are atheist,

which mean they neither believe in god nor Satan.

Podle Božího slova, pokud nenásledujete Boha, následujete Satana.

Existují pouze 2 možnosti a athiesm není jednou z nich.

Podle IMDB má role ve čtyřech nadcházejících filmech a zdá se, že si

vede docela dobře.

 

 


